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the curtain there were views—views that would positively
stand still to be looked at, instead of sliding irritatingly past
the pane behind an awkward file of telegraph poles, the un-
varying foreground of all railway landscapes. But for a
time a more immediate foreground claimed him, where his
bed was barred with breakfast—breakfast with marmalade,
the ultimate perfection of American hospitality to a British
guest The view could wait.
It waited. But ultimately it could wait no longer. Some-
thing invisible behind the curtains called. A faint, isolated
note or two of its call was audible in the narrow strip of sun-
light just below the window. It must be very light out
there; and for a while one lay, vaguely contented by the
thought of how light it must be outside and how kind it was
of them to send up marmalade for breakfast. But bed, even
post-prandial bed, cannot last for ever, The strip of sunlight
on the floor grew more appealing every moment; bare
feet met the carpet; an arm threw back the curtains ; and
California flooded in.
The room was full of sunlight now. But who could look
behind ? A sunlit garden lay below, flowered to distraction,
where the tall cypresses, its pacing sentries, had paused to
admire their shadows; and its colours melted in the soft
Pacific light. That was the foreground. Far away a line
of mountains met the sky, their hollows filled with morning
shadows and their heights (but did I not promise half
California that I would keep their shameful secret ?) still
flecked with snow. It was the Coast Range, standing up ten
miles away to take the morning; and it stood like a wall
behind the picture. But the broad canvas flowed more
easily towards its background. For, right and left, an open
valley spread straight from the window to the distant foot-
hills. Half-way, in the middle distance, the Guadaloupe
flowed between its sycamores across the picture. But there
was something odd about that plain. Plains should be
green, especially sunlit plains in spring-time, It was a sea
of orchards; and those level waves seemed green at first—

